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Mayor Art Madrid, carrying out a campaign promise, has vowed to continue efforts to achieve a 10
percent reduction in the city's crime rate in 1991.
Madrid outlined several goals yesterday during his first "audit report" and called for increased law
enforcement to reverse the number of such crimes as auto theft and residential burglary.
"The only acceptable crime level this council will expect is one that is continually going down," Madrid
said, reading from a six-page statement during yesterday's council meeting.
He said the Police Department already has started work to accomplish that goal and has introduced a
work schedule that will put more officers on patrol. The city also is undertaking a study to plan the long-
term needs of the Police Department.
Madrid said he is confident that after the study is completed, Chief Robert Soto and City Manager David
Wear "will recommend comprehensive solutions to successfully resolve these problems (of crime)."
The mayor, in a departure from the usual State of the City address, delivered an audit report.
On the plus side, Madrid cited Wear's appointment eight months ago as a positive step, resulting in a
"remarkable and noticeable improvement" in the day-to-day operations of the city.
Wear has been charged with bringing about the 10 percent reduction in crime citywide.
Among Wear's accomplishments are the establishment of a citizens volunteer program and the
introduction of a citywide Customer Service program.
The mayor lauded Wear's "ability to quickly and accurately translate the council's sense of public needs
into tangible results."
Madrid also praised his colleagues on council and reminded them that residents in November "spoke loud
and clear" and called for a change in leadership.
Two incumbents were defeated and two new council members, Jay LaSuer and Barry Jantz, were
elected. A third council member, Lu-Gray Hill, was appointed in December.
"The residents of La Mesa have high expectations of this council, and I'm confident that we will not
disappoint them," Madrid said.
"I'm equally confident that as difficult issues are addressed during 1991 ...these new council members will
respond like veterans in the quality of their decisions."
On the debit side of the ledger, Madrid said the city must make contingency plans in case state and
federal funding continues to shrink.
"A fiscal cloud exists both at the state and federal levels regarding their respective budgets," he said,
noting that the city receives 14 percent of its revenues from the state and federal government.
Chuck BigelOW, a resident who served on a city finance advisory committee, said the city's lean financial
picture is the most serious issue facing the city, but he remained upbeat.
"I'm a lot more optimistic about the city's potential to continue dealing with the more difficult problems,"
Bigelow said after the council meeting.
"I think (Wear) has done an excellent job of undertaking to strengthen the areas in the city that needed to
be strengthened."
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